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Direction:
The following questions, you have several passages where some of the words have been left
out. Read the passages carefully and choose the correct answer to each blanks with its
particular number, out of the five alternatives.

PASSAGE
____(1)____stringent anti-pollution laws, mass awareness levels in India about the need to
____(2)____ the environment are low. Which is ____(3)____ many people insist that mere
laws won't do; what we ____(4)____ need are "environment conscious" citizens. It is in this
context that the University's ____(5)____ to introduce environment studies as a compulsory
paper at the undergraduate level ____(6)____ significance. There was some ____(7)____
initially about who would teach the paper because financial ____(8)____ make it impossible
for colleges to ____(9)____ approval for new teaching posts. In fact, in August 1999, the
University Grants Commission (UGC) imposed a ban on the creation of new teaching posts in
colleges. ____(10)____ with this problem, authorities at the university have decided that
serving teachers belonging to various disciplines will teach the paper.?

Q1. Identify the exact answer for the blank (1)?

a) Despite

b) Having

c) Enacting

d) Adopting

e) Although

Q2. Identify the exact answer for the blank (2)?

a) contaminate

b) clean

c) filter

d) protect
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e) pollute

Q3. Identify the exact answer for the blank (3)?

a) resulting

b) why

c) obvious

d) as

e) because

Q4. Identify the exact answer for the blank (4)?

a) seldom

b) don’t

c) hardly

d) perfectly

e) actually
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Q5. Identify the exact answer for the blank (5)?

a) inability

b) deferral

c) decision

d) failure

e) reluctance

Q6. Identify the exact answer for the blank (6)?
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a) extracts

b) accord

c) expects

d) loses

e) assumes

Q7. Identify the exact answer for the blank (7)?

a) displeasure

b) antagonism

c) hurdles

d) confusion

e) priority

Q8. Identify the exact answer for the blank (8)?

a) losses

b) constraints

c) apathy

d) soundness

e) independence

Q9. Identify the exact answer for the blank (9)?

a) receive

b) establish

c) emphasize

d) expect

e) sanction
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Q10. Identify the exact answer for the blank (10)?

a) Down

b) Familiarity

c) Solution

d) Convinced

e) Solution

PASSAGE
In view of the ____(1)____ demand for personnel with commerce background, in the post-
liberalisation period, cousses in commerce have ____(2)____ the attention of students and
parents. There is growing ____(3)____ for these courses not only in schools but also in
colleges. But the ____(4)____ of commerce education in schools leaves ____(5)____ to be
desired. Its popularity, importance and quality, to a large extent, depends much on the
teaching methodology being ____(6)____ in schools. Of organi , the ____()____ review and
____(8)____ of syllabi also ____(9)____. But this aspect is ____(10)____ taken care fo
suitably, by the concerned organizations.

Q11. Choose the correct word which fits the blank (1)?

a) diminishing

b) exaggerated

c) increaseing

d) tremendous

Q12. Choose the correct word which fits the blank (2)?

a) attracted

b) ameliorated

c) distorted

d) encouraged
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Q13. Choose the correct word which fits the blank (3)?

a) commotion

b) contempt

c) demand

d) dissatisfaction

Q14. Choose the correct word which fits the blank (4)?

a) awareness

b) quality

c) intricacy

d) necessity

Q15. Choose the correct word which fits the blank (5)?

a) every thing

b) much

c) nothing

d) scope

Read More cloze test Question and Answes »

Answers to the above questions :

Q1. Answer: (a)

Q2. Answer: (d)
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Q3. Answer: (b)
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Q4. Answer: (e)

Q5. Answer: (c)

Q6. Answer: (e)

Q7. Answer: (d)

Q8. Answer: (b)
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Q9. Answer: (a)

Q10. Answer: (c)

Q11. Answer: (c)

Q12. Answer: (a)

Q13. Answer: (c)

Q14. Answer: (b)

Q15. Answer: (b)
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